Chevy sonic trailer hitch

Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted.
Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its
lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be
found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the
top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount
is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've
got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to
me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Install a
trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch
system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. U-Haul is North
America's 1 hitch installer. With over 1, install locations, we can guarantee you'll find a location
near you. Tell us your vehicle year, make and model and we will show you available trailer
hitches and related towing components. We also have an extensive selection of ball mounts,
hitch balls, wiring, trailer accessories and other towing components to help you get on the road
and towing. Whether you're hauling trailers, bikes, boats, cargo carriers, or another vehicle,
U-Haul will make sure you get the right towing set up for your vehicle and cargo. U-Haul Has it
all. A wiring service plan is also available. This covers repair and replacement of any damage to
your wiring setup for up to two years. Find the perfect solution to suit your bicycle-hauling
needs at U-Haul. We stock a wide selection of bike rack brands, fits, and styles to help you take
your bike anywhere you want easily and safely. Our selection includes bike racks that you can
mount on your car roof, trunk, hitch, spare tire, truck tailgate pad, or RV bumper. Whether
you're shopping for a starter rack or a premium model, we have a bike carrier to fit your needs.
Shop bike racks. Maximize the cargo space of your car, SUV, or truck with a cargo carrier. It's
an easy and inexpensive way to add much-needed cargo space before heading out on a road
trip. Use a roof- or hitch-mounted cargo carrier and available accessories to pack up excess
luggage, camping gear and other cargo types. Shop cargo carriers. Get the right towing
accessories to make your vehicle capable of heavy-duty towing. We carry the best accessories
to help you accomplish the tough jobs. U-Haul sells weight distribution kits, fifth wheels, hitch
steps, front mount accessories and other towing accessories. Shop all accessories. If you
already have a tow hitch installed, you can begin to customize your tow setup. Whatever your
towing needs are, we have you covered. Available in many rises and drops to ensure you can
connect the car or truck hitch to trailers and other accessories. Keep your trailer, hitch
accessories or ball mount safe while unattended with the proper lock. Available in many sizes
for a variety of use cases. Use dual or tri hitch balls for more options. If you plan on towing a
trailer, you're legally required to have trailer wiring installed. These will ensure the trailer lights

work with the vehicle lights. Vehicle Hitches. Please consider the condition of your Tow Vehicle.
The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to tow a
trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle. Towing
a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition. Have
questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today!
We are always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very important
to us! Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey should take
you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your
order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some products will
be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer
Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing
capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top
Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system
rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your
hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball
rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank.
Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or
along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a
delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find
Hitches. Bike Racks Find the perfect solution to suit your bicycle-hauling needs at U-Haul.
Towing Accessories Get the right towing accessories to make your vehicle capable of
heavy-duty towing. Ball Mount Available in many rises and drops to ensure you can connect the
car or truck hitch to trailers and other accessories. Towing Security Keep your trailer, hitch
accessories or ball mount safe while unattended with the proper lock. Hitch Ball Available in
many sizes for a variety of use cases. Wiring Harness If you plan on towing a trailer, you're
legally required to have trailer wiring installed. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Install a trailer
hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch system
is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating, compare
ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system rating is the
lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found
on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around
the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate
or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what
you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch system installation or free
towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the condition of your Tow
Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to
tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle.
Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition. We
guarantee replacement including labor costs of the hitch for any reason, with no limitation for
any damage, including collision, corrosion, accidental overload, jackknifing and theft of vehicle.
Protect your purchase. We guarantee repair or replacement including parts and labor of the
covered wiring. Including: collision, corrosion, accidental handling or damage â€” even if your
dog chews it off! The part you've selected requires no professional installation. Have questions
or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are
always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very important to us!
Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey should take you no
longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order
instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some products will be
priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer
Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing
capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo. Top
Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system
rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your
hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball
rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank.
Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or
along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a
delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find
Hitches. U-Haul: Chevrolet Sonic Sedan 1. Ball mount. Hitch ball. Pin and clip. Wiring service
plan Protect your purchase. Ship to my door. Pick up nearby. Add to Cart. Account Sign In. Rate
Experience. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please

enter a question. However you define adventure -- whether it's climbing onto the back of a
mountain bike, hunting from the top of a tree stand or camping with the family a long way from
nowhere -- CURT class 1 hitches provide a light-duty towing receiver to help you Bring It. Each
is made to fit a specific vehicle, providing easier installation, a better fit and optimal towing
capacity. Custom class 1 trailer hitches are available for a variety of smaller vehicle types,
including the compact car, crossover, minivan and small SUV. This particular class 1 hitch is
designed to be a custom hitch for certain years of the Chevy Sonic to verify vehicle
compatibility, see the CURT application guide at curtmfg. Tested in accordance with SAE J, it
offers a weight carrying capacity of 2, lbs. GTW and lbs. This class 1 hitch also comes with all
necessary mounting hardware. With its lightweight design and smaller receiver tube size, a
class 1 hitch is especially useful for adding cargo space with a hitch-mounted bike rack or
cargo carrier. They can also typically be used to tow small trailers such as a utility trailer, kayak
trailer or teardrop camper never exceed the lowest weight capacity of any towing component; i.
Though CURT class 1 trailer hitches are only intended for light-duty towing, we apply the same
principles of quality as we do to the rest of our rear mount hitches. Each class 1 hitch is made
with hands-on engineering, high-strength steel and precise welding. We use a co-cured finish of
liquid A-coat, inside and out, and durable black powder coat to provide a lasting defense
against rust, chips and UV rays. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a
complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of
the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning
seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next adventure. To truly let you Bring It,
our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite,
inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come in five classes, offering a range of
weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual cars, vans and crossovers and
cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit
your unique make and model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding
ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each class
1 hitch. For maximum protection, our custom hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured
in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. CURT
class 1 hitches feature an open-back hitch receiver. This allows for easy cleaning of the receiver
as needed and helps prevent buildup of dirt and debris some class 1 hitches come with a fixed
tongue instead of a receiver. Each CURT class 1 hitch with a receiver is also available as a
trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included. Many class 1 tow hitches are engineered with a
concealed main body. The main portion of the hitch is hidden up underneath the car, providing
a more seamless look and original equipment feel. All CURT class 1 trailer hitches comes with
safety chain loops integrated into the design of the hitch, allowing for immediate connection of
your trailer safety chains. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new
and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the
item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 2 hrs and 45 mins Details. Only 4 left in stock more on the way.
Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different
address. Ships from. Sold by. About this item This fits your. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer The information provided is for general
informational purposes only. From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Custom
Trailer Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch
should offer a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection
for your next adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring
It, our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid
Bonderite, inside and out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our
hitches come in five classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key
features of CURT class 1 hitches Vehicle-specific design for each car, minivan, crossover and

more Dual-layer rust, chip and UV-resistant finish Towing capacities up 2, lbs. Class 1 hitches
manufactured to let you enjoy your passion. Expertly engineered We use actual cars, vans and
crossovers and cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and
tailor-made to fit your unique make and model. Precisely welded A combination of robotic
welding and skilled manual welding ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld
lines and a precise fit for each class 1 hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum protection, our
custom hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite undercoating,
inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our custom-fit trailer
hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for safety and
performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. More CURT class 1
hitch advantages. Open-back receiver CURT class 1 hitches feature an open-back hitch
receiver. Available with included ball mount Each CURT class 1 hitch with a receiver is also
available as a trailer hitch kit with a ball mount included. Concealed main body Many class 1 tow
hitches are engineered with a concealed main body. Integrated safety chain loops All CURT
class 1 trailer hitches comes with safety chain loops integrated into the design of the hitch,
allowing for immediate connection of your trailer safety chains. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Before you attempt an install, inspect the box. If ANY damage, do not install before
taking a measurement from one end of the mounting flange to the other. Return it. It means that
in the delivery process, someone dropped it and bent the flanges inward. My second
replacement came in undamaged and it fit perfectly. I gave it 2 stars because surely Curt has
experienced this before and chooses NOT to package better. Having to stop in the middle of an
install To return a product was a huge hassle. This hitch was bought for my Sonic Chevrolet. I
took it to Pep Boys to get it professionally installed. To my surprise they said it was the wrong
size and that it did not fit the car size. I was upset and was ready to return that thing but my 24
yr old son he could take a look at it. About an hour later, both my 25 and 18 year old and their
friend, installed the hitch themselves I am super pleased with this awesome hitch and used it to
haul my belongings from the line star state to the valley of the sun! Very easy to install, only 4
bolts to attached to the frame. Had a problem in that a wrong size bolt too long was included
with the parts. Called them up and they sent out the correct one immediately. While I was calling
to report the problem, my buddy improvised using some washers to take up the slack so never
used the replacement bolt. Nice to have someone helping because it is heavey. It is solidly built
and barely shows below the bumper. Very simple and inexpensive. It looks to be well built. The
welds look tight and clean. Install was a breeze. There was no drilling required and it only took
about twenty minutes to install it. Perfect fit, arrived sooner than they said. Easy install with the
fishing wires. All set up in 30 minutes. Easy to install, good price See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Bought this hitch so we could put a bike rack on the back of our Sonic
and it fit perfectly with no holes to drill. I had watched a YouTube video by eTrailer on the
installation and it really was that easy. The instructions said 20 minutes to get it done and it
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took me The only thing I did differently was put a dab of loctite on each of the bolts. Report
abuse. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Trends Auto. High-gloss black. Carbide black.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

